WHO WE ARE

Committed to spreading the culture of regulatory compliance, ICIM SpA - part of the ICIM Group - is a leading accredited certification body in various sectors in the certification of management systems, products and professionals. It is a reference body in the field of industrial transformation, digital and ecological transition, I4.0 and Transition Plan 5.0. Corporate services related to environmental sustainability, inclusion and gender equality complete the offer.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

System certification according to IATF 16949:2016 with operations in Italy and the rest of the world with Italian or local auditors. Courses (both catalogue and on demand) on automotive standards for personal training: IATF 16949; Core Tools (SPC; APQP; MSA; FMEA / FMEA-VDA; PPAP); CQI-Continuous Quality improvement; Customer Specific Requirement; VDA.

CONTACTS

Tel. +39 02 725341 - mail info@icim.it

www.icimgroup.com